The powerful AES-Network Management System (NMS) is a complete end-to-end AES-IntelliNet® mesh radio network monitoring and management platform.

The NMS tool was developed with a versatile software design. It is easy to deploy and use with browser based Intelligent Dashboards that provide immediate access to vital network performance data, interactive Visualization for a real-time view, and delivery of user configurable Notification alerts 24/7.

“\textit{The new NMS 3.0 Subscriber Service Log is a one stop shop to view all the radio troubles in one location. The frequent Subscriber Check-Ins listed in the 10-Day Alarm History unit view let us know if a radio is sending too many signals. The NMS software gives us a snapshot of the entire network health at a glance. I especially like the user friendly Dashboards and mapping features, allowing selective and prioritized replacement of 2G units that will benefit the growth of our AES mesh network.}”

- Fred Leonardo, President
Electronix Systems, Central Station Alarms, Inc.

Over 30 New Features & Enhancements!

Key Features
- Maintains a real-time data connection with both Primary & Secondary AES-MultiNet Receivers concurrently
- Highlights dashboards with integrated custom designed icons for easy identification, printing, & sharing
- Provides a quick view of all IP Links & Subscribers that require service in the field via 2 new Network Analysis Tools
- Equips network owners and operators with detailed reports of Top Repeating Subscribers data for the Last 10 Days & Last 24 Hours
**Benefits**

- Powerful tool enabling efficient and profitable AES-IntelliNet® private wireless mesh network expansion
- Assures lowest cost to maintain the highest quality network
- Allows for demonstration to customers showing competitive advantages of AES-IntelliNet patented technology over alternative methods

**Key Enhancements**

- Prevents invalid values from being entered by having only required integer input allowed in Elevation field
- Ensures address is entered accurately and prevent issues with Google Earth by having the Address 1 field automatically replace any commas entered with a hyphen symbol
- Safeguards HTTP upgrades to assure they are always successful even over a slow Internet connection
- Represents the Antenna or Subscriber more accurately above ground level (not sea level) at the installation premise, with the Elevation default setting at 15 feet now instead of 2 feet default in previous release

For full release details, please ask your local AES Sales Representative or contact us at sales@aes-corp.com or (800) 237-6387 to schedule a free NMS 3.0 demo.

*Please refer to NMS product datasheet for Technical Specifications.*

“AES' latest version of the NMS allows us to view multiple receivers and see even our largest networks all at once. The Dashboard is a perfect visual summary for upper management to get that quick 3 second update on our meshed network health. With the integration into Google Earth, our sales staff can see both our existing network and where they can convert systems over from that least reliable and fading technology - the POTS phone connection.”

- Ian Nelson, Central Station Manager
  Safe Systems, Inc.

To schedule your NMS 3.0 upgrade, contact AES Technical Support at support@aes-corp.com or (866) 237-3693. Must be enrolled in Maintenance Program to receive releases.